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ILWU Board

Plea Made
For China
Trade Study
SAN FRANCISCO — Demand
that President Johnson's administration permit a trade delegation
made up of industrial, shipping
and labor representatives to visit
mainland China was made by the
ILWU Executive Board in its
quarterly meeting February 25
and 26.

US Steel Steals Dock Work

aHesT oits

of the picket line set up !psi- month by ILWU Locals 54,
Stockton, and Clerks Local 34 to inform steel workers at
Pittsburg, Calif., that the company was forcing them to
do Iongshore work under non-union conditions. The

former Isthmian ship, SS Columbia, loads and unloads
on docks owned by the steel company. She will be back

The purpose would be to survey
what the board called "the potentials
of this vast U.S. untapped market."
The statement called on the President and the Department of State
to re-examine and re-evaluate the
with another load around the end of March, and will Chinese situation "realistically and
again be greeted by pickets. Left to right, Roy Matson, without regard to past commitments
C. Ferguson, James Herman, president of Local 34, made to Chiang Kai-Shek in a time
LeRoy King, international representative, William Chester, Northern California regional director, Les Francis, A.
C. Smith, Local 91, Richard Geagan, Art Bither, Earl
Cava, Mario Mariani and Howard Loo,

Hoffa Hit by Kennedy Vendetta
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn.—Attorney-General Bobby Kennedy's
long vendetta to get General
President James Hoffa of the
IBT hit pay-dirt for him here
March 4 when a federal jury
brought in a verdict of guilty on
two counts of jury tampering.
The jury deliberated 5 hours and
45 minutes.
(Upon hearing the news last
Wednesday, the ILWU officers, President Harry Bridges, Vice President
J. R. Robertson and Secretary-Treasurer Louis Goldblatt dispatched the
following telegram to Hoffa:
("Despite the bad news you can be
assured of our understanding and
continued all-out support. We are
C onfident that in the long pull
Bobby Kennedy and his vicious personal vendetta against you will be
defeated. All our people know the
true score of the marry indictments
and trials and we also know that

Coast'Caucus March 30;
Canada Meet—March 16
SAN FRANCISCO—All ILWU
longshore, shipclerk and walking
boss locals on the West Coast and
-Alaska were informed last week
of a change in the date of the
Coast Caucus to March 30, at
Local 13's building, Wilmington.
The Coast Committee sent out
its original Caucus Call for a
meeting of the Longshore Division
on March 16. The change was
made when the date was in conflict with the ILWU-Canadian
Convention, which will convene
on March 16, in Vancouver, B.C.

millions of Americans, especially
workers, know what is going on, too.
Kennedy has won a round, but our
chips are on you to win the battle.
Best of luck in every way.")
Each count against Hoffa carries
a maximum penalty of five years in
prison.

Election Notices, Page 12

Unify Wins in

Dole Office
Workers Pact
HONOLULU—Unity paid off for
newly organized white-collar workers at Dole cannery when they won
an ILWU agreement, retroactive to
January 1, which contains:
• Guarantees against favoritism
and discrimination; provisions for
job security; grievance machinery,
including arbitration.
• Wage increases—$30 a month
/
2c an
for plant clerical workers, 261
hour for guides; improved and
guaranteed continuation of fringe
benefits that existed prior to joining
the ILWU.
• A seven-hour day and 35-hour
week.
In a leaflet to other clerical workers the new ILWU unionists say:
"In the NLRB vote only 30 of us
out of 51 voted for the ILWU. In
the course of negotiations we all
learned about the ILWU and how it
operates. Our eyes were opened and
by the time we reached agreement...
every single one of us had voluntarily become a member of the
union."

Thomas E. Parks and Ewing King,
both of Nashville, Tenn., were found
guilty as principals on two of three
counts submitted to the jury. Hoffa
and Larry Campbell of Detroit were
accused of aiding and abetting. Nicholas Tweel of Huntington, W. Va.,
and Allen'Dorfmanof Chicago were
acquitted.
The five were accused of jury
tampering in a conspiracy trial of
Hoffa at Nashville in 1962, which
resulted in a mistrial.
It was considered a foregone conclusion that appeal would be made.
Kennedy's feud with Hoffa began
with the McClellan hearings, for
which Kennedy was counsel to the
committee. During the 1960 Presidential campaign, John F. Kennedy,
who later appointed his brother to
office remarked that he thought "an
efficient attorney general could depose Hoffa."
Since becoming attorney general
Kennedy has had Hoffa indicted by
five different grand juries and has
let the world know he intended to
keep trying. His first four tries
fizzled and some of the attorney general's actions brought sharp censure
on the floor of the US Senate.
Meanwhile, Hoffa has charged
that he has been constantly under
surveillance, his phone calls tapped
and his mail rifled.

of cold war hysteria:"
.
A statement of policy on Vietnam.
called for an international conference, to include France and other

interested countries, to work out
plans to neutralize all of Southeast
Asia.
POSITION ON TAXES
The ILWU Board reiterated the
position of the union on the tax cut
bill, which has been enacted and
signed since the board adjourned.
Substantial increase in government
spending was demanded.
"What is needed is public expenditures aimed directly at reducing
unemployment," the board's statement said. "A dollar spent for public
works will produce more employment than a dollar saved by the tax
cut, particularly if the dollar saved
goes to someone who does not nee'd
to spend it right away.
"We know that ILWU members,
along with everyone else who sees
the tax cut coming, is rejoicing over
the prospect, but we are fearful that
for every dollar that goes into our
pockets as the result of the tax cut,
two or more dollars will go out again
very soon either in higher prices or
increased consumer taxes."
IMMIGRATION ACTION
Another resolution accused the
Immigration Service of continued intimidation and harassment of people
for their political beliefs in the case
of Anthony Bimba, a 70-year-old editor of a Lithuanian daily in Brooklyn.
The resolution called on the Department of Justice to drop its cancellation suit against Bimba.
In the Statement of Policy on
—Continued on Page 3

Who Said If?
The majority of our people, having heard so long of, and
waited so long for, tax relief, will wonder where it is. To paraphrase Winston Churchill, it might be said that never will so many
have waited so long for so much and received so little. This will
not be true of the affluent minority.
(Turn to back page for name of author.)
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Civil Rights

HEN THE news came in that Teamster President Jirn
Hoffa had been convicted by a jury in Chatanooga,
W
Tennessee, on a so-called "conspiracy" charge, the International officers of this union wired him:
"We are confident that in the long pull Bobby Kennedy
and his vicious personal vendetta against you will be defeated ... Kennedy has won a round, but our chips are ork
you to win the battle."
We have no illusions. We know that it is likely to be
long tough battle, because the stakes are high, and the "conspiracy" law is vicious and the forces opposing Hoffa and
the union are powerful and ruthless.
In a "conspiracy" charge the government doesn't really
have to prove anything. Conspiracy, as we have seen in the
long-drawn out prosecution of Mine-Mill, is a ready-made
anti-union weapon. It has been used since the first union
man "conspired to raise wages."
As far as we're concerned, this prosecution of Hoffa is
a frameup from the word go.
It is strictly a personal and political vendetta by Bobby
Kennedy to "get" Hoffa at all costs. The vast power, funds,
facilities and tax-supported government bureaus, including
the FBI, are used to try to get rid of Hoffa, weaken the
union, and—let's never forget this—to boost Kennedy's personal star.

77:77:7711t.S
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make it known to the senators of our states

NITED STATES Senate leaders are currently rushing to get needed appropriation
and other bills passed before a motion is
made to take up the House-passed Civil
Rights Act of 1964. For when that motion is
made it will signal the start of a bejibbering
bejabbering filibuster.
The Southern Senators have a little game.
They call it "extended debate" under a rule
that allows any member of the Senate to talk
as long as he pleases on any subject—not
even having to stick to the subject—and,
when he becomes exhausted or too hoarse
to be heard, he may yield to another senator
of like mind. The yieldee may then read
clear through the begats of Holy Writ, and
in turn toss the ball to still another of similar and simple mind.
This can go round and round until the
Senate decides to vote cloture, meaning no
more debate. But it takes two-thirds of the
Senate to vote cloture. This is called Rule
22. Despite the admitted fact that the filibuster chokes off democratic procedure, as do
most of the other rules of the Congress, the
Senate refuses to do away with it.
In time, two-thirds of the Senate may decide to vote cloture. By that time, the
Southern senators hope, they will have been
able to make a few cloak room deals for
amendments to weaken the bill.
UT whether such deals are successful or
not, the first filibuster will be only on the
motion to consider the bill. Then comes the
next one—"extended debate" on the merits
of the bill, and the Senators can hear the
begats all over again, while the country
weeps for the breakdown of the legislative
process.
Since the House did pass the Civil Rights
Act, after it was pried out of Virginia Congressman Smith's Rules Committee by threat
of petition and heavy pressure from President Johnson, there is some room to hope
that two-thirds of the Senate might just be
decent-minded enough to want to right the
wrongs of the past 100 years.
This they can do by voting cloture in both
of the anticipated "extended debates," and
then by enacting the Civil Rights Bill into
law.
In the states in which our members work,
there is not much we can do to influence
senators of the ilk of Eastland of Mississippi
and his confreres of the South. But we can

that we expect them to live up to the platforms of both political parties and pass the
strongest possible Civil Rights bill.

THIS

is not to suggest that the Senate
should pass the bill without thorough and
orderly debate. We think this should be
done and we applaud in advance the efforts
which Senator Kuchel of California says he
will make to strengthen the bill. One of these
is extension of the protection of the right to
vote to state and local elections as well as
to elections involving federal offices.
Cloture should be invoked at that point
when every senator who wants to has been
heard to the limit of the subject matter. But
when they get to the begats the end should
be begotten.
There is more to civil rights than passing
a law spelling out what an amendment to
the US Constitution means. It has to be enforced, and that involves the Department
of Justice which has been finding all sorts
of excuses for ignoring (leaving to Southern
local justice) outrageous denials of civil
rights. In the House debate on the Rights
bill, Congressman Corman of California in
an extension of remarks pointed out how
Southern federal judges had sabotaged previous reforms voted by Congress. For instance, the 1960 Act contained a provision
for voting referees. "No federal voting
referee has ever been appointed by any
Southern Federal district judge regardless
of the degree of voting discrimination proved
in court, the Congressman said.

E KNOW this story from old. We've seen plenty of
politicians—including quite a few who have broken
their necks in the process—try to get the ILWU and its
leadership through the courtroom. For over 20 years we
watched liars under oath, rats and renegades come up with
"evidence" that they swore to on a stack of bibles. In many
cases we knew precisely the kind of pressures certain government agencies were able to bring on some of these witnesses to force them to become paid stooges—or else. And
Bobby Kennedy, with his wire tapping experience, and his
drive for personal power, is no stranger to the idea of using
the frameup as a stepping stone to political success.
It is not strange to us that millions of younger generation Americans may not be aware of the possibility of frameup and might even find it quite hard to believe that people
high in government, people with titles and supposed dignity,
would stoop to such low-down tactics for personal, political
reasons.
But, when you've seen it time and again in one dignified
courtroom after another, when you've seen the highest officials, men sworn to uphold and defend the law, deliberately
use frameup tactics, you are no longer surprised.
Anyone who has watched Bobby in action knows one
thing: there is no middle ground with him. If you're not for
him, you are against him.
And anybody with half a brain could also figure out how
easy it would have been for Jimmy Hoffa to have joined
the "establishment." All he would have had to do is to declare himself all-out for the Kennedys and their drive for
power and they would have accepted him. But he refused.
Almost every move that Bobby's ever pulled to sell a
union rank and file down the river, pretends to help the
poor rank and file worker. He never tires of saying he is a
"friend of labor" and will protect labor's dues and preserve
their union, against the leaders, etc.

▪T IS not a question of trying to paint Jimmy Hoffa as
▪ a knight in shining armor. He is president of a great
union—no better, and no worse. It's that leadership and that
union that Kennedy has as his target. But if he thought he'd
sell the rank and file Teamsters into turning their backs on
the union he has had his answer in no uncertain terms. Last
year the Teamsters set another all-time membership record.
The rank and file was not fooled. Kennedy has his answer.
The fight is far from over. Remember there are a number
of laws in the wind aimed at handcuffing the Teamsters by
"protecting" the rank and file. From what? From winning
more wages, better working conditions and job security.
There is even a law in the hopper to spike our association
with the Teamsters. For what? To keep us from pooling our
economic strength.
Kennedy knows he has some powerful weapons at his
command, aside from the power of government. In the case
of Hoffa he knows the most effective medium has been
used—like play acting—with those four years of McClellan
hearings on television. And make no mistake about it. They
were really staged. Bobby Kennedy, who once was associated
with Joe McCarthy, knows he can get a lot of mileage out of
TV. He has seen how effective TV can be in stage-managing
the political scene.
And his intention is to build the Bobby Kennedy image.
now is the
lie Ike latareetlesel tealskereriee:s mad marekieseeseirs Mee Build it up to political leadership. His goal right
vice-presidency. If we know him, he will not hesitate to
MORRIS WATSON, EDITOR
wreck anyone standing in his way to the top.
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ILWU Board Acts on China, Vietnam—Taxes

From left around table:
Arisumi, Kealalio, Dunphy,
Sherman, Thompson, Duarte,
Secretary - Treasurer Goldblatt, President Bridges,
Vice Pres. Robertson, Lawrence, Ross, Forrester, Price,
Johnson, Hokama.

Continued from Page 1—

Trade with China, the board said in
part:
"Diplomatic events of the past
month have brought into sharp focus
the head-in-sand posture of the
United States government with respect to mainland China.
"President de Gaulle of France
has now recognized The Peoples' Republic of China as the true government of China and is in the process
of exchanging ambassadors with that
government. Meanwhile, Chiang KaiShek, the exile on Formosa, whose
hopes to invade and recapture control of the mainland are nourished
by United States subsidy, has broken
relatiOns with France.
"Canada and Australia have for
long been shipping grain to China
to the great benefit of their respective farmers and all others concerned
with its handling, and the Government of the Peoples' Republic has
demonstrated its ability to meet
short-term credits to the point where

Data Workers
In Isle ILWU

Settle Strike
HONOLULU—A strike settlement
agreement with Castle & Cooke covering 61 data processing workers
provided for increases for some employees of as much as $110 a month
by the time the agreement expires
on January 31, 1965.
Under the new agreement, all employees who had an anniversary date
or completed their six-month probationary period between November 1,
1963 and February 17, 1964, the effective date of the new agreement,
have moved up one salary level in
their grade on those dates. Also, on
February 17 all employees in all
salary and grade levels were advanced $30 a month.
Previously, in order for an employee to receive an increase from
one salary level to another, his supervisor and management unilaterally
determined whether he was making
"satisfactory progress."
Now only in exceptional cases can
an employee be denied his advancement from one salary level to another on his anniversary date. Any
such denial must be raised with the
union with at least 60 days notice;
any unresolved disputes go to arbitration.
Data processing workers consider
this gain their basic job security. •
Other gains include improved medical plan, a new severance plan, a
new dental plan for dependent children of employees; also gains in pensions, profit-sharing, group life insurance, paid holidays, sick leave,
vacations, discount purchasing and
jury and funeral pay.
The agreement also provides for
the "agency shop" under which all
employees must join the union or
pay the union an amount equivalent
to union dues for negotiations and
administration of the agreement.

it expects to have no further foreign
debt by the end of this year.
CAN BALANCE TRADE
"That the Peoples' Republic can
balance its trade is indicated by the
Associated Press reported 'throngs
of shoppers' at a leading Paris department store who 'clustered around
tables heavy with such items as
carved ivory figures, teapots, ornate
screens and exquisitely carved furniture, fans, silk shirts, models of
Chinese junks, silk kimonos and
dressing gowns.'
"Yet, it remains the official position of the United States government that one-quarter of the people
of the world situated on mainland
China do not exist.
"We hold that this position is unrealistic, senseless and harmful to a
future trade for which our country
will one day be begging, only to find
that the rest of the world has beaten
us to the customer."
On Vietnam, in part:

:. %*toltt*,..„
. .!

"There is general agreement that
it is time to reassess United States
policy in Southeast Asia and especially in South Vietnam. But there is no
agreement on what the new policy
should be.
BETTER SPENT AT HOME
"The United States continues to
pour millions of dollars—something
like a million dollars every day—
into a war that is obviously unpopular with the people of the country.
We get no good from the vast
amounts we spend there and no
thanks from the Vietnamese. The
money could be much better spent
right here at home. A million dollars a day would do vastly more good
going into the chonically depressed
Appalachian areas of West Virginia,
Kentucky and Tennessee.
"In 1954, the Geneva Conference
which ended France's 'dirty war' in
Vietnam, agreed that there should
be general democratic elections by
secret ballot throughout Vietnam,

•
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North and South, to be held in July
1956. The Conference Declaration
also provided that there should be no
foreign military personnel in either
area. We believe that the United
States should at once withdraw our
troops and that the United Nations
should supervise a country-wide election so as to bring about a unified
Vietnam."
BOARD MEMBERS
Members of the board, in addition to the titled officers, President
Harry Bridges, Vice-President J. R.
Robertson, and Goldblatt, are: Southern California—William S. Lawrence
and Louis Sherman; Northern California — Charles Duarte, Michael
Johnson and Frank E. Thompson;
C o 1 u in b i a River-Oregon area—
Charles Ross; Puget Sound and Alaska area — Jack Price and William
Forrester; Canadian area—Bev Dunphy; Hawaii—John Y. Arisumi, Gore
Hokama and Joseph Kealalio.

Unions Set Joint Program for West
PORTLAND — The ILWU participated in an all-day joint conference
in Portland last week with International Woodworkers of A m eric a,
AFL-CIO and Canadian Labor Congress (CLC); International Brotherhood of Pulp, Sulphite and Paper
Mill Workers, AFL-CIO-CLC; Lumber and Sawmill Workers, AFL-CIOCLC; and International Brotherhood
of Teamsters.
ILWU representatives included
Vice President Bob Robertson, International Board members William
Forrester and Bev Dunphy, Regional
Director Bill Gettings, International
Representative James Fantz and Research Director Lincoln Fairley. The

Docks Without Dockers
MOSCOW—There will not be a
single docker in a port to be built
in the near future on the shore
of Lake Onega. Loading and unloading operations, will be carried
out entirely by automatic installation designed by Soviet engineers,
according to a report in Soviet
Weekly, an English Language publication.
Eight miles from the town of
Medvezhengorsk, ap a tit es and
nephelines mined in the Kola
Peninsula will be reloaded from
raiway cars into barges and
shipped over inland waterways to
the Ukraine and Central Russia.
The automatic port, capable of
handling several million tons of
ore a year, will be in full operation in 1967.
The automation is based on an
original system of high-speed conveyors. It will take only threequarters of an hour to unload a
train of 44 cars — roughly one
wagon a minute. Loading time will
be cut from 24 to two or three
hours a ship.
All port operations will he controlled from a central room,
equipped with 12 closed-circuit
television installations.

other unions were represented by
international officers and by their
research directors.
The conference was a follow-up of
an earlier conference among four of
these unions, held July 1, 1963, when
the TWA was on strike against the
woodworking industry in the northwest and ILWU faced the possibility
of a strike in British Columbia. It
was agreed at that time that further
conferences would be mutually beneficial.
At this conference, President A.
F. Hartung of the TWA presided and
Bob Robertson, selected earlier as
coordinator of the union group, said
in his opening statement:
"It is common knowledge today
that the major issue f acing the
American workers is the question of
job security. With this in mind, it
is suggested that each of the four
unions have present ... representatives who can properly present the
fects their union."
The purpose, the ILWU vice-president explained, was "to reach some

basic understanding on how — by
joining forces — this issue of job
rights of workers can be met on a
broad, regional basis affecting the
largest industry in the northwest."
The program unanimously adopted
for recommendation to the several
unions included:
• Taking steps to attain joint
termination dates for all major contracts.
• Working toward concurrent and
ultimately joint negotiations.
• Recognizing that the basic issue
confronting each union is job and
income security for the members,
and developing methods for mutual
support for securing this objective.
• Working out procedures for
avoiding inter-union raiding on the
basis of mutual respect.
It was agreed that each item of
the program must be approved by
all five Unions. Upon adoption by
all five Unions, immediate action
will be taken to implement the program.

Cuba Names Ship for Longshoreman
VANCOUVER, B.C. — According
to a publication received here recently, Cuba has named one of its
new merchant ships after Aracelio
Iglesias, longshoreman and labor
leader.
The 9,735 ton freighter, built in
the Gdynia shipyards in Poland, has
the latest up to date equipment, including radar and ice breakers. Cuba
now has a merchant marine with a
total capacity of over 200,000 tons,
the publication said.
Aracelio Iglesias was the founder
and leader of the Cuban Federation
of Maritime and Dock Workers. His
militant leadership and organizing
ability contributed greatly to the
gains won by dock workers during
the period of the Batista dictatorship.
Iglesias was murdered on Oct. 16,
1948, at a meeting called by him to
discuss the shipment of sugar in bulk.

"A gang of paid killers broke into
the meeting," reported the February
issue of News from Cuba, "and shot
the young labor leader in the back."
It also charges that the murder
was planned and carried out by top
labor officials of the Confederation
of Cuban Workers, which was then
under the control of Batista and the
big corporations.

Sea-Land All Van Service
From Seattle to Alaska
SEATTLE—Another all-container
service to Alaska will be inaugurated
by the Sea-Land Service Inc. under
terms of a lease arrangement with
the Port of Seattle. The Company
will use facilities at the Ames Terminal and plans once-a-week service
northward with a 19-hour turnaround in Seattle.
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State Auxiliaries Stress Civil Rights

LOS ANGELES — ILWU Auxiliary delegates, meeting here February 29 for the sixth Biennial California State Meeting, heard Tom Carvey, Jr., president of the California
Democratic Council, denounce the
constitutional amendment which
would nullify the Rumford Fair
Housing Act.
The CDC head stated that the
amendment, if passed by voters in
November, would wipe off the law
books all the previous gains in the
civil rights field. The Hawkins and
Unruh acts would thereby be outlawed.
"We can't stop people from being
prejudiced but we can force them to
stop discrimination," Carvey said.
"We can legislate against discrimination even if we can't stop bigotry.
The cancer of bigotry and discrimination is a greater restriction on the
greatness of this country than almost any other factor. Discrimination is a fence to the human spirit."
HOUSING IS ISSUE
Housing was called the heart of
the bias problem. "Segregation restricts persons to one community,"
Carvey told the auxiliary delegates.
"This affects education, jobs and the
kinds of homes we need. A chain reaction is set off. We must break the
chain. Housing right now is the crux
of the matter and the Rumford Act
sets the standards for fair housing."
The major theme of the state conference was civil rights. The delegates pledged "to work with their
respective ILWU locals and other
community and political groups to
help defeat the proposed constitutional amendment whose purpose is
to nullify the Rumford Fair Housing
Act."
The 25 delegates attended the two
day conference in the Local 26 building at 5625 South Figueroa St. Los
Angeles, on February 29 and March
1. The conclave was conducted under
the joint chairmanship of Jeannette
Whitney, Federated Auxiliaries vice
president of Northern California and
Ruth Harris, Federated Auxiliaries
vice president for Southern California.
Delegates heard a major program
report from Valerie Taylor, Federated Auxiliaries president, who urged
that an all-out effort be made in the
legislative fields, local and national.
She called for support of the civil
rights programs; emphasized the
need for consumer protection
through bills on package labeling,
etc. Mrs. Taylor requested support
of S 649, the Water Pollution Control bill; and asked for renewed activity in behalf of the King-Anderson
(Medicare) Bill as well as renewed
demands for increases in Workmen's
Compensation.
BACK JOHNSON
Mrs. Taylor extended congratulations to the California ILWU labor
representatives at Sacramento for
their comprehensive review of the
California legislative activities of
1963.
The Northern California District
Council of Auxiliaries was commended for its decision to create the
new office of Legislative Coordinator
for their Council.
"In general we should get behind

the program of President Johnson in
his projected battles against poverty
and in his program for health and
welfare and Civil Rights for the Nation," Mrs. Taylor stated.
"We stand firm for an end to the
armament race. Only thus can youth,
the unemployed, minority groups
and the aged be given the proper
attention, through state and federal
programs. We should oppose the bill
for fallout shelters.
"Let us not allow our strength and
brains to be bound like giants in
paper chains. All auxiliary women
are encouraged to be bolder in their
communities, to seek opportunities
to lend our `know-how' to community problems," Mrs. Taylor concluded.
Norma Wyatt, Federated Auxiliaries secretary pointed to the
changes going on in the labor movement and auxiliaries.
"In a day when 'transition' has become a life purpose we must give
meaning to the term. Auxiliary activity can be a marvelous 'transition' agency. We can turn the frustrations and their subsequent aggressive actions to the useful ends of
doing good for someone else. In so
doing, we help ourselves," Mrs.
Wyatt said.
ORGANIZING PLANS
Nadyne Quartero, director of organization and program for the Federated Auxiliaries reported on organizing plans to be developed
among the Southern California Auxiliaries, jointly with Ruth Harris,
federated vice president for Southern California. She praised the preliminary work done in Eureka, California, on house-to-house visting of
prospective members.
Co-chairmen Jeannette Whitney
and Ruth Harris outlined the political activities of their areas around
the Rumford bill and other civil
rights activities.
These reports were enlarged by
the individual accounts of the auxiliary activities by delegates from
Auxiliaries 7, Stockton; 8, Wilming-

ton; 10, Richmond; 16, San Francisco; 17, Oakland; 18, Sacramento;
29, Eureka and 36, San Pedro.
DRIVING FORCE
"Women are the moral driving
force in the world today," said Leah
Nudell, president of the Emma Lazurus Jewish Women's Clubs of Los
Angeles, guest speaker at the March
1 session.
Mrs. Nudell spoke to the delegates
concerning the work of women during the Civil War in behalf of freedom. She commented that the
speeches and writings, as well as the
work of women of that day, read
as though they had happened yesterday or were proposed for tomorrow,
in today's battles for civil rights and
peace.
"Women who bring life into the
world," she said, "must band together to preserve it in peace."
Support of the Women's Strike for
Peace was voiced in a resolution of
greetings to the women of the 15
Nato countries, who will meet at the

position was reaffirmed to the death
penalty.
Delegates recognized the importance of the economic well-being of
the nation and its industries in their
support of the United Nations Conference on World Trade, as well as
the role of such a conference in the
relaxing of world tensions. Resolutions were sent to congressional delegations, to President Johnson, Ambassador Stevenson, as well as to U
Thant, secretary-g ener al of the
United Nations.
Further resolutions on economic
well-being and peace were devoted
to recognition of the People's Republic of China and support of President
Johnson's program against poverty.
FREEDOM SINGERS
The "Freedom Singers" entertained delegates at an evening party
at the home of Robbie Armstrong,
Auxiliary 8, with "freedom rider"
songs. Members of this group participated in many of the early "freedom rider" demonstrations in the

Hague, May 12-14, to declare their

southern states401111000mmimiummin.

opposition to the establishment of a
Maurice Ogden, a raft-Hartley vicmultilateral nuclear force under tim whose case is now before the
Nato. The women are demanding Supreme Court, read his poem "The
that stronger efforts be made for Hangman." It was written in behalf
complete and general disarmament of the Civil Rights struggle.
under international control.
California auxiliaries will hold
Authorization was given to the their next State-wide meeting in the
Women's Strike for Peace to "lobby spring of 1966. They will join with
by proxy" for the California ILWU other auxiliaries on the Coast in a
women in Washington, D.C. March Federated Board meeting in Septem4, when the women were scheduled ber, 1964 in Portland, Oregon.
to talk to President Johnson, and
various congressmen and senators.
Their six-point program calls for
the abolition of all nuclear testing,
reduction of the nuclear stockpile
and concrete steps toward reconversion to peacetime economy. A resoluSAN FRANCISCO — Organized
tion in support of the McGovern SB labor is again lending strong support
2274 on economic reconversion was to the tenth annual City of Hope
passed.
Town Fair — a super bargain event
set for March 13 through 16th in the
Additional action called for:
Federal aid for public schools; a Scottish Rite auditorium, Sutter and
national youth program, similar to Van Ness.
Proceeds of the sale of donated
the former CCC on a voluntary basis
and without military training; op- merchandise — including clothing,
groceries, furniture, appliances,
home furnishing, housewares, hardware and a host of other items—will
help provide free medical care and
pilot research in cancer, leukemia,
heart, blood and chest disorders at
the famed City of Hope National
Medical Center.

Labor Again Joins
City of Hope Drive

Portland Auxiliary Officers
Installed by Past President
PORTLAND — The past president
of Auxiliary 5 here, Mrs. W. C. Polette, presided over installation of
1964 officers earlier this month.
The women who took office included: President, Mrs. Raymon R.
Utting; vice-president, Mrs. Lloyd
Ough; secretary, Mrs. Elmer Phillips; treasurer, Mrs. Alex G. Murray;
marshall, Mrs. Harold Rollar; escort,
Mrs. M. Hagen; CRDC delegates:
Mrs. Phillips, Mrs. Polette and Mrs.
Utting. Alternates: Mrs. W. M. Griffiths, Mrs. Rollar and Mrs. Mike
Sickinger. Also named to other ofSeated above, I to r., Nadine Quartero, auxiliary director of organization, fices were: Mrs. Fred Calkins, Mrs.
Ruth Harris, Southern California vice president, and Jeannette Whitney, Nor- W. Griffiths, Mrs. I. Peterson, Mrs.
thern California vice president. Standing, Norma Wyatt, secretary, and Valerie W. Layton, Mrs. H. Vaughn and Mrs.
It. C. Roberts
Taylor, president, ILWU Federated Auxiliaries.
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ILWU-PMA Pension Fund Achievement

Tenant-Owners Will
Control St. Francis Sq.
SAN FRANCISCO — St. Francis
Square Community Apartment
Homes in this city's Western Addition are about to be entirely on their
own, and the ILWU-PMA Pension
Fund is $88,407.95 richer for having
furnished the seed money to build
the 299 one, two and three bedroom
apartments.
On February 26 the ILWU Longshoremen's Redevelopment Corporation, Louis Goldblatt, president,
prepared to dissolve after handing
over $826,395.00 final payment on
the principal borrowed to the ILWUPMA Pension Fund trustees. This
was accompanied by a last interest
check of $7,436.99.
The total interest earned by the
pension fund, the $88,407.95, was at
the rate of 5.75 percent.
The non -profit Redevelopment
Corporation' will continue management of the apartments until the
tenant-owners can meet and elect
officers and directors. This will be
done as soon as legal requirements
have been met, probably within a
month or so.
TREE-LINED WALKS
St. Francis Square is the only
moderate cost development in Area
I of the Western Addition. It occupies three square city blocks. The
three-story apartments front to treelined walks, open lawns and protected play areas. Its inner streets
are closed to auto traffic, and parking spaces and carports are off the
outer streets.
The apartments are of high quality construction. They have soundresistant floors and walls, wall-towall carpeting, electric ranges, refrigerators of 11 cubic feet, food
waste disposals, natural hardwood
kitchen cabinets, formica cabinet
tops, two gas wall furnaces and builtin TV antennae. There is also a master antennae.
Of the 178 3-bedroom apartments
175 have two baths.
Down payments put up by the
residents were $410 for 1-bedroom
apartments, $510 for 2 bedrooms,
$550 for 3 bedrooms with 1 bath and
$610 for 3 bedrooms with 2 baths.
Monthly payments in the same order
are $84, $125, $127 and $140. These
meet the costs of principal and interest on a 40-year mortgage, all
utilities, gas, electricity, water, garbage collection, exterior and common area maintenance, janitorial
service, landscape gardening, management, and required reserves for
replacement of equipment and maintenance supplies.
FHA INSURED
The mortgage was provided by the
Federal National Mortgage Association and is insured by the Federal
Housing Administration under the
National Housing Act. The interest
2 percent.
1
rate is 3/
The FHA last month awarded certificates of Merit to the ILWU Longshoremen's Redevelopment Corporation, the architect, Marquis & Stoller, AIA, and the builder, Jack
Baskin.
The project was started in 1960.
The first model apartment was
opened March 23, 1963. By early
last November all apartments were
reserved and all families were moved
in by February 1, this year. The 298
families (one apartment is the office) account for a population of
1,051. There are 607 adults and 444
children.

under 5; 44 percent are 6 to 19. The
apartments are next door to an elementary school and a refurbished
YMCA is in their center.
At a news conference February
28 Kenneth Saysette, one of the
PMA trustees of the pension fund,
and Goldblatt expressed themselves
as pleased and proud, but both said
it was not the final answer to the
serious problems faced by people
packed into slums.
DISPLACED DON'T RETURN
One of the serious problems, Goldblatt noted was, that people displaced
in so called "slum clearance" have
not moved back. A number of people
evicted have been told that they had
the first crack at the redevelopment
sections, but usually land has lain
fallow for so long, and the chance
for moving back has been so remote
and long distance, that practically
none of those who were evicted, or
politely moved out—were able to
move back.
In addition many of the very poor
people who have been moved out by
redevelopment have never been eligible for even moderate income housing because of their low incomes.
This problem, Goldblatt insisted,
is one that must be met by the community, and by community pressures
and till this is done a large section
of the low income population desperately needing housing will not
have homes.

Women Named to Lead
FEPC Advisory Group
LOS ANGELES — Three California women have been appointed to
head a new advisory council to assist the State Fair Employment Practice Commission, it was announced
here by Mrs. Carmen H. Warschaw,
FEPC Chairman. The women live in
Los Angeles, Berkeley, and La Jolla.
The Advisory Council will assist
the Commission in creating wider
awareness of the existence and purpose of the Fair Employment Practice Act and the Fair Housing Act.
In announcing the appointments
Mrs. Warschaw said: "Governor Brown has directed us
to emphasize programs of education
and Affirmative action in the field of
human rights. In doing so the FEPC
is proceeding to enlist the help of
concerned citizens who are familiar
with the resources of their cities and
counties.
"A better understanding of the
problems of Negroes, Mexican
Americans and other minorities, an
of ways in which employment and
housing opportunities can be opened
to them, is essential at this time.
"Women will respond to this great
social challenge," Mrs. Warschaw
said.
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Bellingham Seeks Place as
Alaska Ferry Terminal
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BELLINGHAM — The Port of
Bellingham is leading a communitywide campaign to convince the Alaska Ferry System to establish this sion Fund got its money back with interest last week and St. Francis Square
port as a co-terminal of its newly Community Apartment Homes in San Francisco's Western Addition are about
inaugurated "marine highway." The to stand under the total management of their tenant-owners. In the middle
present southern terminus is at picture ILWU Secretary -Treasurer Louis Goldblatt, president of the nonprofit ILWU Longshore Redevelopment Corporation, is handing two checks
Prince Rupert, B.C.
PMA Pension Trustee Kenneth Saysette. The checks shown below are for
to
idea
The effort is keyed to the
and $7,436.99
that freight now carried over the $826,395.00, representing the last payment on principal,
are union
picture
the
in
Others
month.
final
the
for
interest
representing
to
Alcan Highway could be diverted
Joan
RACIAL COMPOSITION
Bellingham with a great savings to Pension Trustees Howard Bodine and Harry Bridges. The lady is Mrs.
the
Ernst,
Richard
Corporation.
Redevelopment
the
of
president
vice
Fowler,
Bellingham
The racial composition is 54 per- shippers. The Port of
Total
Goldblatt.
and
Saysette
between
is
corporation
of the
cent Caucasian, 21 percent Negro, has announced it can have facili- third officer
by the Pension Fund for seeding the FHA financing for St.
15.5 percent Oriental and 9.5 per- ties available in 90 days time with interest earned amounts to more than $88,000.00 which figures out to about
money coming from a $2 million ex- Francis Square
cent interracial.
4 percent.
53/
Of the children, 56 percent are pansion fund.

Pension Fund Refunded for St. Francis
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T
h e New York Times in its year-end analysis of
the nation's economic health summed it up simply
and to the point:
"Profits last year topped all records in American corporate history. They appear to be headed
still higher in 1964."
Corporate profits after taxes for the year hit
$27.2 billion. In 1962 the record was $24.6 billion.
Profits before taxes: 1963—$51.7 billion; 1962—
$46.8 billion.
This means that in one year profits shot up by
10.5 percent whether figured before or after taxes.
Yet, in the midst of all this plenty, widespread
poverty is the most shocking story of the year.
Profits and poverty, side by side!
The Saturday Evening Post, in a devastating

Super-Profits and Poi
report, "The Invisible Americans," opened with
this description:
"There is a world inside the United States
where the American dream is dying. It is a world
where, when it rains at night, everyone gets up to
move beds away from the leaks. Where there is no
electricity—but refrigerators are valued to keep
food safe from rats. Where regularly at the end
of the month whole families live on things like
berries and bread. Where children in winter sleep
on floors in burlap bags and their lung Xrays at
age 12 look like old men's. Where students drift
hungry and apathetic through school and their
parents die 10 to 20 or 30 years earlier than their
countrymen."
"These are the poor. They are not just the
psychological cripples. Nor are they located only
in small, isolated pockets. They are everywhere
in the country. Every city, every region has them.
• In a few places there is scarcely anyone else.

Poverty Is 'Discovered'
Although ,the shocking incidence of serious
poverty and deprivation in America has been widely discussed and analyzed in the liberal and intellectual journals, and in some labor papers, most
Americans became aware of poverty in the United
States as a result of President Johnson's last State
of the Union message to congress in January.
It was then that the nation "discovered" the
poor, and heard of Administration's "unconditional
war against poverty in America." Said the President:
"Unfortunately, many Americans live on the
outskirts of hope, some because of their poverty
and some because of their color, and all too many
because of both. Our task is to help replace their
despair with unconditional war on poverty in
America...."
Many in the nation, with long memories, recalled that it was about three decades back that a
powerful figure stepped onto the American scene
—Franklin D. Roosevelt—with a message about
one-third of a nation ill-housed, ill-clothed, ill-fed.
Altogether there are—depending on what figures you use, and what benchmark you measure
by—between 30 and 80 million Americans who
live on less than they need. The President noted
that some 30 million live in the worst poverty—
with family incomes of less than $2000 a year.
Famed economist Leon Keyserling found that nearly 40 percent, close to 80 million men, women and
children in the USA live on incomes less than the
so-called minimum standard of health and decency.
Thus, some three decades after the start of the
New Deal, it may be that there are still one-third-or more—who don't share our much advertised
American standard of living.

The Poor Are 'Invisible'
The Saturday Evening Post article by Ben H.
Bagdikian commented on the fact that so few
Americans were aware of this poverty:
"The poor in 1963 are largely invisible. They
are concealed by modern apparel—all Americans
tend to dress casually and, with modern dyes, most
old clothes remain unfaded. They are also hidden
by the new shape of the metropolis, where the most
wretched people are unseen in the central cores
of cities while their comfortable compatriots are
gone to the suburbs. Finally, the poor are obscured
by The National Average. Since World War II it
has been taken for granted that the United States,
with the world's highest standard of living, has
eliminated poverty. For 80 percent of the population this is true, and this 80 percent assumes it is
the same for all."
Many Americans—including many in labor—
are being sold on the idea that the huge profits
of big business are an indication of economic
health. Some forget that this windfall was earned
at the expense of labor and the consumer.
Among the many reasons for this incredible
profit surge are these factors:
• A decline in unit labor costs, resulting from
heavy increases in productivity, with wages relatively stable. In the past three years productivity
has averaged 31/1 percent increase per year—wages
and fringe benefits went up at a lower rate.
• An increase in volume of sales—especially
in automobile and steel industry.
• A spread of price increases, notably in steel,
which considerably boosted the profit situation.
• In addition, the Kennedy administration had
given business powerful tax boosts, which in itself
hiked profits in both 1962 and 1963.
Despite huge gains in productivity and profits,
the jobless situation was worse than a year ago.
A continuation of the pattern of unemployment
which has persisted for six years has become increasingly more serious and shows no indications
of improving.
US corporations earned more in 1963 than in
any other year in history—and by a wider margin
than ever before. General Motors, for the second

year in a row, earned more money than any other
corporation anywhere in all history. Standard Ofi.
of New Jersey, Dupont, IBM, Texaco and many
others raked in record profits. It was an especially
lush year for the big international petroleum companies, for steel makers, for drugs and chemicals
and many more.
Corporate earnings in 1963 were 10.5 percent
over 1962. Compare that to the three percent average wage gain! Labor was told by the administration that this three percent was a ceiling—but only
for workers! The sky's the limit for profits.
Even American Tobacco Company will pay
greater profits to shareholders this year than before—although the tobacco industry, under the
impact of the Surgeon General's report on smoking—may be the only one that takes a beating in
the coming year.
• Economists are already forecasting that 1964
will match—maybe even top-1963 gains.
Business Week, an outstanding spokesman for
the profit industry, recently wrote:
"If there is anything American business has
plenty of this year, it is money."
The American Federationist, The AFL - CIO
monthly magazine, calling the profit boom "clearly
out of balance," noted that while profits climbed
a total of 24 per cent since 1960, wages have
climbed only 9 percent.
In addition, the union journal stated, the record profit picture understates the true gains of big
business. Here's why:
• Tax legislation in the past two years has allowed industry to siphon off still greater amounts
in depreciation and other reserve funds that would
otherwise show up as profits. Also there are huge
undistributed profits, set aside supposedly to replace machinery and plant, to modernize and expand.
• A substantial amount of productive capacity
is idle despite the booming prosperity.
• And there is the almost six percent unemployed---unable to consume beyond the absolute
minimum. Some economists believe the true figure
of jobless is closer to nine percent.
• And then there is that tragic section of America—the poor—who can scarcely consume the
minimum needed to subsist, let alone increase the
great productive capacity of the nation.

Contrasts in a Way of Life
A contrast in the difference between profits
and poverty was provided by these figures:
• Seven million families in the United States
in the "poverty" group had a total income of less
than $8 billion.
• Yet one million of the wealthiest families in
the country had a total income of $100 billion.
• The annual per-capita income of about 35
million Americans was only $590 in 1962, compared with $1,900 for the nation as a whole.
Who are the "forgotten" fifth—or fourth or
even third—of the population that President Johnson's message brought into focus?
He spoke of a hidden world where: "Americans
are literally concerned with day-to-day survival—
a roof over their heads, where the next meal is
coming from. It is a world where a minor illness
is a major tragedy."
Again, from the Saturday Evening Post, this
basic description of the invisible poor:
"They are not basically different from their
fellow Americans. But they have had the bad luck
to be born in a poor region, or to be trained for a
dying or automating industry. They may have dark
skins. They may be sick. They may have lost their
jobs after they were 40 years old—too old to find
new jobs but not old enough to die. Or, like the
American Indians and the small farmers, they may
merely have been born into an obsolete culture.
And how do they get that way, and what forces
are at work to keep them poor?

Too Expensive To Be Poor'
A Negro social worker, speaking at a recent
AFL-CIO Bay Area conference on unemployment,
made the amusing statement that "it is getting too
expensive to be poor." Those who study the problem of US poverty in the midst of plenty point out
that this is no joke.
Being poor is very costly. For example, the
proportion of income spent for food is the greatest
among those in the lower income—more than onethird of their income goes for food. Many of the
very poor have had no training in buying nutritious foods at low cost. In many cases poor families
must choose between an adequate diet and some
other absolute necessity. Thus the diet very often
suffers.
The housewife, living in poverty, does not have
the same opportunity as others to buy in quantity
when certain foods are plentiful and prices are
low. With limited amount of cash on hand, she
often has no choice except to buy smaller amounts
at higher rates.
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The Social Security Administration report last
year found that the high cost of being poor is the
result of a "tight little circle" by which poor families try everything possible—by borrowing, by living on credit, by going without—and yet "usually
wind up in a tight little circle which enmeshes
them deeper and deeper in deprivation."
Because of poverty, families penned up in central city sections, often find the following conditions, described in the report:
"The family cannot own; it pays more for rent
than it should. The family is likely to find itself
in an area that must be cleared. It reacts with
suspicion—what else? It often rejects the services
that are offered, but not appropriate to its needs."
Poverty is a complex problem, which destroys
as it goes—one part of the vicious cycle generates
the next part, perpetuating itself down the line.
The line includes: bad education, juvenile delinquency, poor physical and mental health; dependence on welfare and other agencies; a general lack
of qualifications for employment.
Handicaps spread from generation to generation. The handicapped parent in a handicapped
environment creates handicapped children who in
turn create newly-handicapped families.

How To Break the Cycle?
How to break the cycle? That is the question
the government is now facing—and for which it
has not even begun to find answers.
At the very best, as Michael Harrington, an
outstanding, pioneer expert on the subject, wrote
very recently:
"In terms of the domestic social goals announced by the administration, its budget hardly
amounts to the beginning of a beginning. ... In
the war on poverty, the Amount of money being
appropriated—about a half billion dollars—isn't
even enough to finance a scrimmage against poverty, let alone a war."
Another recent article in the February Monthly
Review notes that the minimum spent to fight
poverty would be roughly $1000 a year per family
to produce any real improvement. Even with this
arbitrary minimum, there would be needed more
than $9 billion per year—just to begin to meet the
problem!
In a brilliant discussion of all recent books and
studies dealing with the "forgotten poor," Dwight
McDonald, in The New Yorker a year ago (Jan.
19, 1963) reached his own grand total of 42,500,000
Americans "now living in poverty, which is close
to a fourth of the total population."
This is not far from the estimate of Michael
Harrington in his now famed book, The Other
American. Harrington "estimates that between
forty and fifty million Americans, or about a fourth
of the population, are now living in poverty. This
is not just below the level of comfortable living,
but real poverty, in the old-fashioned sense of the
word—meaning that they are hard put to it to get
the mere necessities, beginning with enough to
eat."

Is

Human Budget Bypassed

is

The grim facts on poverty, which has seen so
many Americans bypassed in the human budget,
often hungry in the land of plenty, has been rediscovered by reporters, commentators, statisticians—and even by labor unions.
The Wall Street Journal sent reporters all over
the nation, after President Johnson's message and
came up with its own figure that close to 40 million US inhabitants are extremely poor.
The paper also found that "the poor now pay
more of their incomes for taxes than the families
earning five to seven times as much—largely because of steeply rising state and local levels not
geared to income, such as sales taxes. The analysis
shows that 28.3 percent of family incomes under
$2000 a year is paid out in taxes."
The Miami Herald, and other newspapers of
the Knight chain, recently published a series of
articles entitled, "Pockets of Poverty — A look
at the problem attending the one American in five
who bears the crushing burden of want." The articles said in part:
"This fifth American lives in a world most of
us never see. He gets little or no preventive medical care. He doesn't get enough to eat.
"For children born into this group, America is
not a land of opportunity. Most are trapped by
poverty and will never escape it.
"It is easy not to notice such things. The poor,
hidden in their city slums or Appalachian valleys,
are comfortably out of sight.
"The often-cited fact that the average family
income in this country is more than $7000 a year
tells us nothing about the impoverished American.
Enough of the well-to-do and wealthy are in that
average to offset his $1000 or $2000."
Of the 9.3 million families, officially classified
by the government as poor, two million are nonwhite. Some 44 percent of all Negro families have
incomes of less than $3000 a year.
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Michael Harrington, who was one of the experts invited to Washington to discuss the campaign against poverty, asserted that the Negro
civil rights movement has played a key role in
making the American people aware of both the
deep social problems involved in segregation, and
the serious poverty problems suffered especially
by non-whites.
Another one of the consistent facts that stand
out in every one of the hundreds of articles on
poverty is that most of those who are most poor
are inevitably the least educated. This brings about
the "vicious circle of poverty" that Business Week
recently described which has caused many commentators to remark that vast sums of money must
be spent in breaking through the education barrier. A University of Michigan study shows that
64 percent of poor families are headed by a person
with less than' an eighth grade education.
Sixteen million of the officially estimated 35
million Americans living in conditions of dire poverty dwell in rural America. These are farmers,
whose income included the foods they produce and
the value of the homes they own. By official figures, 43 percent of those who earn their living on
the land are affected.
Though they produce their own food, the incidence of malnutrition, or diets lacking in certain
essentials, is shockingly widespread, government
agencies report.
Rural poverty, according to the Agriculture
Department, is concentrated in the Appalachian
area stretching from Pennsylvania to northern
Alabama; in southern states; and then into southern parts of Indiana, Illinois and Ohio; in the depleted timber and iron ore ranges of the northern
Great Lakes states; in parts of the Southwest and
even scattered parts of the Northwest.

Heartbreak in Old Age
Old age presents a real heartbreak in the poverty picture—all the more so because the older
folks are less able to do anything for themselves,
have fewer organizations and power groups to
fight for them, and are often set adrift, unthanked
and uncared for after devoting their years to building the foundations of the nation.
Some 6,200,000 families are headed by a man
or woman who is 65 years or over. Almost twothirds of these families have incomes under
$4,000! Of the 3,560,000 old people who live alone,
one-half take in less than $1,000 a year!

Social security, though it covers 90 percent of
all workers, is not enough to live on, and private
pension plans cover only a relative handful.
Author Michael Harrington says the United
States handles poor older people with a "storagebin philosophy. . They are trapped in the decaying central area of the city, living among strangers
... in a land where youth is worshipped and death
is rarely mentioned by name. America really
doesn't care about them.'
Harrington, commenting on President Johnson's proposals, said that though plans on implementing the President's "unconditional war against
poverty" have to be less ambiguous, and have yet
to be spelled out, "the most positive note was in
the fact that the poor are becoming aware for the
first time that someone does know they exist."
Harrington's book, was the first to point out
that the most serious ingredient of hopelessness is
the fact that millions of the poor are virtually,
"invisible." Nobody seems to know they exist. He
wrote:
"The poor are increasingly slipping out of the
very experience and consciousness of the nation.
If the middle class never did like ugliness and
poverty, it was at least aware of them. 'Across the
tracks' was not a very long way to go . . . Now
the American city has been transformed. The poor
still inhabit the miserable housing in the central
area, but they are increasingly isolated from contact with, or sight of, anybody else . . . Living out
in the suburbs, it is easy to assume that ours is,
indeed, an affluent society ...
"Clothes make the poor invisible too: America
has the best-dressed poverty the world has ever
known . . . it is much easier in the United States
to be decently dressed than it is to be decently
housed, fed, or doctored . ..
"Many of the poor are the wrong age to be
seen. A good number of them are sixty-five years
of age or better; an even larger number are under
eighteen ...
"And finally, the poor are politically invisible
.. . They are without lobbies of their own; they
put forward no legislative program. As a group,
they are atomized. They have no face, they have
no voice . .. only the social agencies have a really
direct involvement with the 'Other America,' and
they are without any great political power . . .
"Forty to fifty million people are becoming
increasingly invisible."
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Alaska -Fithermeini Ask Aid.
KETCHIKAN, Alaska—"The labor
union movement in the United States
passes resolution after resolution at
convention after convention which
are then filed in the waste basket,"
George Anderson, an Alaska ILWU
international representative stated
recently in a report on a recent
world fishing conference held in
London.
The ILWU Alaska Council decided
to do something about the fishermen
in Alaska, after several years of
hearing about the problems and getting resolutions passed by the Alaska
Council, ILWU conventions and
other groups, he said in a report to
the union.
The Alaska Council authorized a
program to help fishermen help
themselves. This program was also
discussed by International Vice-President J. R. Robertson at the last
Alaska Council meeting held in
Juneau, January 23-25.
In May 1963, the Food and Agricultural Organization of the United
Nations sponsored a fishing gear exposition in London, England, Donald
Van Brunt of Local 21, Longview,
Washington and George Anderson of
ILWU Local 62, Ketchikan, were
selected to attend this conference by
the Alaska ILWU fishermen.
Ketchikan Cold Storage Company
employees, members of rimu Local
61, donated $1000 to help defray the
expenses of the two delegates.
Delegates Van Brunt and Anderson listened to experts in the field
of fishing at the conference attended
by some 600 delegates representing
50 nations.
Many of the new nations who had
delegates in London asked basic
human questions—to learn how to
catch fish to provide protein for the
people of their countries.
The two ILWU representatives re-

VANCOUVER, B.C. — The Canadian Area ILWU, has pledged its
full support to the campaign of the
B.C. Federation of Labor aimed at
the repeal of an anti-union Section
of the Labor Relations Act of British
Columbia.
Under Section 55 of the Act, the
minister of labor may bypass the union and its negotiating committee
and take an employer's offer in a
strike directly to the employees.
It was used earlier this month to
"settle" a 10-month-old strike by the
Amalgamated Meat Cutters' Union,
Local 212 at a market at Victoria,
B.C.
The ILWU charges that in applying Section 55, the government denies a strike vote to any employee
fired just before the strike. (In B.C.,
workers must give 48 hours strike
notice.) Also, the section gives a vote
Donald Van Brunt, of Local 21, Longview, and George Anderson of Local to strike-breakers employed specif62, Ketchikan, listen in at international fishermen's conference in London. ically to bust a strike, the union
claimed.
ported they were amazed to learn be facing Alaska Fishermen. This in'INFAMOUS'
about the huge fishing vessels and cludes boats built in
the early 1900's;
fleets that are being used by the na"No matter how the minister of
tions who are leaders in the use of regulations; restrictions; no help labor attempts to apologize for or
from the government; no schooling; rationalize his use
world fishing resources.
of this infamous
Electronics play an increasingly and ever increasing costs for out- procedure," says the ILWU in Caimportant part in catching of fish. fitting.
nadian Waterfront News, "it is reMost every nation also conducts
"It is sad to think of days gone garded as strike breaking by the lasehools which fishermen are re- past when the labor movement led bor movement.
quired to attend before and while the people of the United States to
"We must make every possible
they are in the fishing industry.
help their fellow man," Anderson effort to have Section 55 of the LaThe United States on the other stated.
bor Relations Act deleted. The Canahand, does not have a school- for
"Alaska ILWU locals, through dian Area officers urge all members
fishermen; it does not have a vessel their Alaska Council and
the Interna- to write or telephone their MLA's
that will compare with the leading tional, are at long last making
some and lodge the strongest possible profishing nations' vessels.
of the resolutions formerly thrown test with regard to the behaviour of
This represents some of the prob- in the wast basket, come true," he the Labor Department in this dislems that ILWU delegates find to added.
pute.
"As long as this section remains

ILWU Urges Long Range Vote Program;
Labor Pledges Unity in Seattle Election
SEATTLE — Submission of resolutions incorporating suggestions for
a long range ILWU state legislative
program is being urged on all locals
by James Costa, legislative representative of the Puget Sound Council. Costa is also president of Seattle Local 19.
In a communication to all locals
Costa wrote "the time has come
when we must lay the ground work
for the 1965 legislative session." Expressing the hope that "we have
learned our lesson from the coalition controlled 1963 fiasco," he suggested that the pre-election campaign be divided into three stages.
• "We must embark on a concentrated registration program."
• "We must conduct a thorough
screening program." Costa suggested
that this consist of interrogation of
candidates for the legislature on the
- local level and support for "those
sympathetic to our aims."
• Adoption of a program needed
by labor. This includes proposals for
increases in unemployment compensation benefits for disabled workers
which were defeated by the "coalition" in control of the last legislature.
UNITED MOVEMENT
This coalition, Costa charged, was
made up of "all the Republicans plus
turn-coat Democrats." Among the
"turn-coats" he named representatives William Day, Spokane; Robert
Perry, Seattle; Mrs. Joseph Hurley,
Spokane; William McCormick, Spokane; Dick King, Bellingham; W. J.
O'Connell, Taccima and Chet King,
Raymond.
"If we carry through on registering our people, screening the candidates, casting out our opponents and
electing our proponents—we can en-

Strikebreaking
-Act Rapped by •
-Canada ILWU

act a program beneficial to our people and to the people of Washington
State," Costa's letter to the locals
said.
Spurred on by the possibility of
having the first friendly municipal
administration in eight years, a
united labor movement has stepped
up its campaign activities behind a
slate of candidates headed by Lt.
Gov. John A. Cherberg.
Cherberg is opposed in the March.
10 mayoralty race by City Councilman J. D. Braman the candidate of
the GOP-business "establishment."
Cherberg is a Democrat and while
the municipal election is legally nonpartisan -- party lines have been
sharply drawn.
'OPEN HOUSING'
Labor is solidly united behind
Cherberg. His endorsement by
COPE was made in consultation with
the ILWU and other independent unions. The Teamsters announced their
endorsement of Cherberg in a front
page banner line in their official
newspaper, The Washington Teamster.
The hottest issue in the election
is the "open housing" ordinance referred to the people by a majority
of the city council over the heated
opposition of civil rights forces. This
issue, plus partisan affiliation, is
coloring the campaigns in two of the
four council races where Bob Block
and James Kimbrough, who have labor endorsement, are opposing incumbent Councilmen M.B. Mitchell
and Paul Alexander.
Both Kimbrough and Block are
supporters of the "open housing"
while Mitchell and Alexander are
opposed. The challengers had substantial leads over the incumbents
in the primary vote and their election, observers say, would shift the

balance of power in the nine-member council from "stand-pat" to "liberal."
For the two other council seats labor is supporting Mrs. Harlan Edwards and Floyd Miller who have no
serious opposition in the finals. With
labor endorsements they snowed under the opposition in the primary.

No Civil Rights
In 'Right-to-Work'
WASHINGTON, D.C. — A. Philip
Randolph, head of the Brotherhood
of Sleeping Car Porters, last week
branded as "a monstrous falsehood"
a claim being circulated in Oklahoma
to the effect that misnamed "right
to work" laws are a form of civil
rights.
A "right to work" bill is to be on
the ballot in Oklahoma in May. It
not only would wipe out the union
shop but also destroy gains made by
unions and deliver a drastic blow to
unions "through which we have
made these gains," Randolph asserted.
Oklahoma Negro leaders have
been told that the reactionary antilabor proposal would help them attain civil rights. In response, Randolph, a leader in the civil rights
movement, declared: .
"I want every one of our people
to know that this claim is a monstrous falsehood. It is made by the
reactionary supporters of this proposal in the hope of driving a wedge
between Negroes and the labor
movement. We must not let this
happen..
"As labor is helping our crusade
for civil rights, we should help defend the institution of collective bargaining," he concluded.

in the Act, collective bargaining becomes a farce, election of bargain-

ing committees a mockery, and Industrial Relations a sham."
The B.C. Federation of Labor, to
which Canadian locals of the ILWU
are affiliated, has asked all affiliates
to join in the fight for removal of
this anti-laborclause.

Bag Workers
Demand Parity
With Bay Area
LOS ANGELES — Negotiations
have begun at the Friedman Bag
Company, with demands for parity
with Bay Area rates at the Bemis
Bag Company, and parity also on
the question of a Class "A" Health
and Welfare Plan fully paid for by
the Company.
Negotiations with Shuken Bag
Company will set forth the same
demand, in line with Local 26's
policy of attempting to achieve parity with the Bay Area rates in the
forthcoming negotiations.
Demands at Central Bag will be
made shortly. Workers at Central
Bag will be pitching for some kind of
improvement in wages and other
benefits achieved by other polyethylene bag workers, both in Los Angeles and the Bay Area which set the
pattern in which Local 26 participates.

95 Men Apply for 23
Bellingham Dock Jobs
BELLINGHAM—Ninety-five men
have applied for 23 jobs in the two
new longshore gangs now being processed, it was announced by John
Modenese, ILWU Local 7 business
agent.
A total of 23 new longshoremen
will be hired under the arrangement
to meet the demands of expanding
port needs. Originally 234 applied
for the jobs but the list was pared
down to 95 for final consideration.
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Hate Messages Heard on R dio
6000Timesa Week in SOO Tcwns

Now who could that man be
playing peekaboo behind a paper? Why, it's bashful Barry Goldwater. But why should he hide that photogenic face from the camera-eye, especially when he's running like wild for
the presidency, and he's the darling of the right-wing and all the little ladies
in tennis shoes who adore seeing his strong chin? Why is Barry bashful? Because he's driving through a picket line at the scab-herding Portland Oregonian-Journal. And the other fellow at the wheel, also trying to hide, is a state
representative, Robert Chappel, Portland Republican. Come out from your
disguises fellows. We know you. And we won't forget you when election time
rolls around.

Why,It's Bashful Barry

Auto Workers Polled 8-1 Against
So-Called Profit Sharing Gimmick
DETROIT—After two years of experience with what Auto Workers'
President Walter Reuther called
"The most significant and the most
historic collective bargaining agreement ever written in the United
States," the workers of the American Motors Corp., are eight to one
in denouncing the Reuther-American
Motors "profit sharing plan" as a
phony deal.
This was revealed in a survey recently conducted by the Detroit Free
Press, which asked the opinions of
American Motor workers in Milwaukee and Kenosha, Wis. plants.
, In denouncing the deal between
the UAW and American Motors in
1961, American Motors workers
agree with an opinion of profit sharing schemes expressed by the UAW
in 1949, rather than with the opinion
expressed by Reuther when he signed
the 1961 deal.
In 1949, UAW said, "What's wrong
with profit-sharing plans. They undermine purchasing power when you
need purchasing power most; they
make workers pay for company mistakes; and they don't work."
The experience of AM workers
with the profit-sharing scheme is particularly significant in view of the
announced intention of the UAW to
attempt to negotiate "profit-sharing"
schemes with the Big Three of the
auto industry, General Motors, Ford
and Chrysler.
"Tell those guys in Detroit not to
vote for it," a worker in the Milwaukee body plant is reporting as
urging. "It stinks."
Dissatisfaction with the profitsharing scheme is all the more significant in that it is now expressed
despite two years in a row of high
profits for the company, when the
plan would operate at its best.
American Motors profits a f ter
taxes were $34.2 million in 1962.
Last year's profits were $37.8 million.
American Motors workers were
highly suspicious of the•scheme when
it was first agreed upon by the UAW.
Roughly, the plan provides that 15
percent of the company's annual
profits, after deducting of 10 percent of the stockholders' investment
in the company, is to go to the employees.
The hitch in the profit-sharing
plan is that two thirds of it goes to
pay company costs for pensions, insurance, SUB and other fringes, and
the one-third in stock goes into a
company-union administered fund,
from which only those who die or
quit have thus far received anything
at all.
While American Motors workers
theoretically have received on the
average, about 12 shares apiece of
company stock (at this writing worth
$17.75 a share) none of them have
actually received stock, dividends or
cash from the plan.

All the stock is held in a fund, and
the dividends go to the fund. Workers will not be allowed to sell any of
their stock in the fund until two
years after it has been issued in their
names, so that no one will be able to
get any cash out of the plan until the
fall of 1964, and perhaps not even
then.
Some critics of the plan believe it
will be many years before the workers actually receive any actual payoff from the plan.
So what the two-thirds of the
profit-sharing amounts to is just a
fancy name for the company cost of
fringe benefits, which American
Motors workers would receive whether there was a profit-sharing plan or
not. As for the other one-third, the
workers haven't seen it.

Every week, in more than 500
communities, right wing propaganda
is beamed into the homes of Americans over radio and television.
In all, more than 6,000 rightist
messages are broadcast weekly—attacking the federal government, the
Supreme Court, the United Nations,
the public school system, labor
unions, the civil rights movement,
liberal groups and individuals.
Here are some examples:
Carl McIntire's "Twentieth Century Reformation Hour" is heard
over approximately 530 stations;
"Life Lines," underwritten by oil
billionaire H. L. Hunt, 324; "Manion
Forum," 313; Billy James Hargis,
200; Howard Kershner, 148; Dan
Smoot, 133; Church League of America, 14. Some, like McIntire and "Life
Lines," run five-day-a-week programs
of 15 minutes or half-hour duration.
Here are a few sample quotes of the
type of material broadcast into millions of homes by right-wingers:
". .. Earl Warren is a socialist who
thinks government has unlimited
power to tax and spend for anything.
". ... He has the same attitude toward the Constitution that communists and all other socialists
have...."
"There are ample grounds for impeachment, not only of Warren, but
of all nine Supreme Court Justices."
"That amendment (16th amendment to the Constitution which provides for an income tax) is the very
prescription given by Karl Marx in
his Communist Manifesto for income
taxation- to destroy private property
and establish socialism throughout
the world. ... The tax law will go.
... It cannot be enforced. The communists want it. Our political liberty
is endangered by it." — Manion
Forum.
"The ... United Nations has

through the years been used as a
forum to advance communism. . . .
The UN has become a monster violating its own charter in a manner
so dangerous that every American
should be deeply concerned about its
actions and about the actions of the
Mistaken who are promoting these
UN excesses."—Life Lines

First Criminal Prosecution
Under Federal Dock Law
SAN FRANCISCO — The Martinolich Ship Repair Company of Oakland was fined the maximum amount
of $3,000 here last week by Judge
Stanley Weigel for failure to maintain safe working conditions at their
shipyards where an explosion killed
two workmen last May.
An electrical welding arc caused
fuel fumes to explode on an oil barge
tied up alongside a pier of the Company, killing two workers in the
blast.
The Labor Department's Bureau
of Labor Standards enforces provisions of the Longshoremen's and
Harborworker's Compensation Act
which prescribes safety standards for
workers in certain occupations.
The $3,000 fine handed down was
the maximum allowable under the
law, and is believed to be the first
criminal prosecution under the act.

Local 8 Votes Assessment
To Back Comp. Initiative
PORTLAND — The Local 8 membership voted a $1 assessment to the
workman's compensation initiative
fund, Secretary Carl H. (Andy) Anderson, reported. The Oregon Labor
Press reported the big donation in
a front page story.

Spur Free Press Fight in Portland
PORTLAND—Students from five
Oregon colleges marched in downtown streets last week, urging support for The Portland Reporter,
which had announced earlier in the
week that Saturday's edition would
mark the strike-born daily's last
issue.
The demonstrations were organized by editors of college newspapers.
(At last report, after suspending
publication late last Sunday, the
Portland paper started its presses
rolling again on Tuesday, after contributors and friends of the paper
refused to give up their drive to push
a sustaining drive over the top. Editor.)
Word that the four-year old paper
was folding first hit the public with
the unexpectedness of a time bomb.
Ernest E. Baker, president of the
ILWU Columbia River District Council, said the news was "a real blow to
labor."
The Reporter has been the only
daily in Portland crusading for the
injured workmen's compensation initiative.
"This will make it doubly difficult
to get the signatures necessary to
place it on the ballot," Baker stated.
ILWU International Representative James S. Fantz also expressed
concern, that a shutdown of the
paper would "leave the people without any forum for labor and Democratic party-backed candidates."
As the deadline for suspension approached, subscribers, supporters
and even advertisers worked feverishly to raise a sustaining fund to
prevent it, and keep Portland a "two
newspaper town." Some $40,000 in
cash (plus pledges in undisclosed
amounts) of the $100,000 deemed
necessary to keep the presses rolling
had been collected by noon Sunday.
Encouraged, publisher Robert D.
Webb, said The Reporter's board of
directors would meet Sunday after-

noon to determine the fate of the the TNT (Two-newspaper-town) drive
independent newssheet.
it has been conducting. More than
The paper's difficulties were com- 7,500 new subscriptions , had been
pounded by the death of its editor, secured by volunteers determined to
Llewellyn Gardiner, who last week keep the Newhouse publishing emsuffered a heart attack. A veteran pire (owners of the Oregonian-Oremember of the Portland Newspaper gon Journal) from securing a news
Guild, Gardiner was typical of the monopoly in Portland.
newspaper writers and photographArticles of special interest to laers who refused to cross picket lines bor appearing in recent issues of
when the Portland newspaper strike The Reporter included an exclusive
broke into national headlines in No- exposé on a right-to-work move; and
vember, 1959.
a three-part series on Oregon's 50Gardiner and other guildsmen like year old workmen's compensation
Walter Mattila, former labor editor law.
of The Oregon Journal, and a longContributions to keep the paper
time friend of the longshoremen's alive were continuing to pour in, in
union, refused employment else- amounts ranging from dollar bills to
where, and stayed on the home news checks for several hundred dollars
each. Portland's largest Methodist
beat to found The Reporter.
Word The Reporter was having church, Centenary-Wilbur contribfinancial troubles surprised many be- uted 10 per cent of its Sunday colcause of the phenomenal success of lection, Mattila reported.
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LA Wholesale Drug Negotiation
Underway on Wage Demand
LOS ANGELES—Wholesale drug
employers have refused all steps toWards wage parity with Northern
California, a primary demand of
ILWU Local 26 wholesale drug
workers negotiating committee.
Negotiations with employers in
the wholesale drug industry opened
early in February. The union presented demands for wage increases
and an improved sick leave program,
based upon parity with Northern
California. The union demand called
for the same rates as the same companies presently pay in their Northern California plants.
- Employers, at last report, offered
an 8 cents wage increase this year,
or 9 cents this year and 9 cents next
year for a two year contract. No offer was made to improve the sick
leave pay clause, which would provide pay for the first week of illness.
REJECT OFFER
The union negotiating committee
unanimously rejected the employers
most recent offer.
To accept this offer, Local 26 negotiators told members in a recent
bulletin "would mean falling further
behind Northern California rates established by joint action with the
Teamsters Union."
It would mean that workers in Los
Angeles would continue to get less
than wholesale drug workers in
every major city up and down the
coast, less even than drug workers
in such towns as Tacoma, Washington and Marysville, California," negotiators said.
The union program was given
powerful support by the co-chairmen
of the Pacific Coast Warehouse
Council, Louis Goldblatt, secretarytreasurer of ILWU, and George
Mock, international vice president of
the Teamsters' union.
It is through this council that
ILWU and Teamsters are working
jointly to establish equality in rates
of pay; conditions, fringes, etc., for
warehouse work up and down the
coast.
SAME COSTS, PRICES
Both Mock and Goldblatt made
note of the fact that the cost of living in Los Angeles and the San
Francisco Bay Area is now approximately the same. Prices charged by
the employers for the drugs in
Northern and Southern California
are also approximately the same.
Union negotiators pointed to these
facts of equal living costs and equal
prices in the north and south in considering the arguments advanced by
the wholesale drug industry in refusing to agree to equal pay for equal
work.
Among the employers' responses
were:
• The companies suggested going
back to paying on the basis of piece
work. The union replied that piece
work rates had been abolished in
most industries many years ago and
that they were not appropriate to the
wholesale drug industry.
• The companies suggested, according to the union bulletin, that
parity with northern area rates could
be achieved by reducing wage rates
in Northern California to the Los
Angeles level, or holding back wage
increases in the north until Los Angeles caught up. The union replied
that this was not worth considering,
seriously.
• Companies stated that wage
rates were higher in Northern California because working conditions
were worse. The union suggested a
joint committee to investigate conditions in Northern and Southern CaliPortland Dock Vet Dies
PORTLAND — Bob Belmont, a
veteran of the '34 strike, passed
away recently two years after his retirement from Local 92.
Polish-born, a former member of
Local 8, Belmont came to the waterfront in the early '20's. He participated in all the early-day struggles
to build ILWU.

fornia and report back to the negotiating team. The companies did not
accept the union proposal.
.• The companies claimed that
while prices and cost of living were
approximately the same, competition
in Southern California created special problems for business. The union suggested that companies permit
the union to examine their books to
consider the the problem. The companies were not interested.
• Companies stated that wages
are traditionally lower in Southern
California. The union pointed out
Mr. and Mrs. Adama Donway (center)
that traditions are changing. Nawere the surprised guests at their own
tional agreements, such as the Teamsters just concluded, are becoming 50th wedding anniversary party in the ILWU Building February 6. Advertised
as a "Valentine Day" luncheon the Donways did not know they were the
more common.
• The union also noted, for many honor guests until seated at the head table and the elaborate cake was brought
years Los Angeles was kept an in. The affair was jointly sponsored by the Old Timers' Club and Auxiliary
"open-shop" town and had low rates No. 3. Others at the head table are (left) Mrs. Lernice Strong, ILWU Auxiliary
because most workers were not or- president, and Mrs. Marguerite Williams, chairman of the entertainment comganized in unions. Employers may mittee. Mr. Donway went to work on the Seattle waterfront in 1917 and rewant to keep it that way but the tired in 1953.
unions are prepared to fight for
equal wages and conditions.
In conclusion, union negotiators
said that the wholesale drug industry
in Southern California seems determined to keep rates down and to pay
organized workers no more than they
VANCOUVER, B.C. — The Cana- ment, workers with a lifetime avergive unorganized workers.
The union committee stated un- dian Area ILWU has accused the age income of $4000 a year (less
reservedly in the negotiation bul- Canadian government of "knuckling than half of Canadian workers)
would receive $100 a month increase
letin that it would not drop demands under to the insurance lobby."
The charge followed a government in pensions by the year 1975. Under
for parity. Union negotiators stated,
"the time is coming when Los An- announcement of cutbacks in its pro- the proposed cutback this would be
reduced to $66.67. This would apply
geles employers can no ‘longer get posed contributory pension plan.
Under the original plan as out- to people who have reached the age
away with miserable open-shop rates,
lined in the last session of parlia- of 70. Present federal pensions are
or open-shop attitudes."
$75 a month.
In the original plan, said the
ILWU "one could find a number of
faults, but all in all, it was pretty
good. Too good to be true. Immediately it came under fire from the
big interests. The insurance comThe ad goes on: "There is still panies could see the handwriting on
• SAN FRANCISCO — A full page
for you, the working people of the wall for their profitable private
time
Febthe
in
advertisement, appearing
Francisco to decide, do you plans if this went through, so they
San
ruary issue of San Francisco Labor,
want San Francisco to remain a put on a high power c amp aign
publication of the San Francisco La- good union town or will the imported against it, arguing that it would cost
bor Council, AFL-CIO, calls on the strikebreakers, now in our printing too much, that it would dry up the
labor movement of this Bay city to plants, be allowed to maintain their sources of private capital."
The ILWU credited Judy La
give full backing to a proposed ordi- foothold and endanger the lob of
is
federal minister of health
Strikebreaking
Marsh,
union
man?
every
nance to protect the community from
contagious and it can quickly spread and welfare with "brave words about
imported professional strikebreak- unless stopped now! Don't let strike- the selfish interests trying to underers.
breaking destroy fair labor-Manage- mine her pension plan," but charged
The ad was placed by the San ment relations in our city."
that in the end she gave in and "unFr ancisco Typographical Union,
dermined it herself."
have
strikebreakers
More than 200
(ITU) Local 21, which is now striking
The ILWU also charged that along
Francisco
been
San
into
brought
a number of local printing plants,
cutbacks in the amount of the
with
strike,
printing
plants to break this
associated with the Graphic Arts Empension there now would be in21
Local
said.
ployers Association. The strike bethe compulsory contribuAn ordinance has been proposed, creases in
gan last September, and has been
tions or taxes for pensions. For each
titled:
Job
Or"Citizens'
Protection
plagued by an increasing number of
dinance" which would make it a vio- dollar of contributions that the workstrikebreakers.
to recruit, procure, supply or er makes, says the ILWU, he will
lation
The ad, asks local labor if San
refer any person who "customarily now get "sixty percent of the beneFranciscans want:
fits promised." The Liberal govern"A good union town?" or "A offers himself for employment in ment, it says, "has paid off at 40
place of an employee involved in a
strikebreaking town?"
labor dispute" — in other words a cents on the dollar."
strikebreaker.
The Typographical Union points ILWU Men at Oregon Safety Parley
4th Ship Clears Longview
out that this is probably the first
SALEM—International RepresentWith Wheat for USSR
case of large scale strikebreaking ative James S. Fantz, Portland, and
LONGVIEW, Wash. — The Greek importation since the 1934 water- L. K. Atkinson, representing Local
steamship Kea is the fourth carrier front strike, which ultimately led to 53, Newport, attended the two-day
Governors' Industrial Safety Conferto clear this port with wheat for a general strike.
The ad concludes with the famed ence, February 13 and 14.
Russia under the recently negotiated
Labor's role in accident prevengrain deal with the USSR. Like its saying of Ben Franklin, the printer:
"We must all hang together or tion was discussed by International
predecessors, the ship cleared for
Nakhodka, a small railroad port near most assuredly we shalt all hang Woodworkers' vice president Claude
Ballard.
separately."
Vladivostok, Siberia.

Fiftieth Anniversary

Canada ILWU Raps Government
Renege on Old Age Pensions

Striking S.F. Printers Appeal
To Public for Anti-Scab Law

Author Asks Laws to Stop Funeral Abuses
BERKELEY—The author of the
best-selling b o o k, The American
Way of Death, told 1,000 clergymen
from 10 western states here last
month that legislation is needed to
Correct funeral abuses. Some items of
legislation author Jessica Mitford
proposed included:
• That next of kin be required to
authorize embalming to keep this
decision in the hands of the family,
not the mortician; and that funeral
bills be itemized to permit the family to exclude services they do not
want;
.• That a limit, perhaps $150, be
placed on the amount of funeral costs

which may be paid from a deceased
person's estate before, his grocery,
clothing, and other bills are paid—
this to prevent other creditors from
being forced, in effect, to subsidize
costly funerals before living costs of
the deceased are settled in court;
• That a limit, also perhaps $150,
be placed on the amount of a funeral
bill that may be free of inheritance
tax to prevent "taxpayers, in effect,
from underwriting the cost of a
funeral."
• That the office of coroner be
filled by a medical examiner rather
than by an undertaker, to prevent
him from steering business his way.

• That there is a uniform allowance for funerals of indigents by
private undertakers to cover only the
minimum essentials and take the
profit out of them;
• That cities operate their own
crematoria if there are enough cremations to make this practical;
• That newspapers should be prohibited from deleting such phrases
as "please omit flowers" from death
notices; and
• That state laws be amended to
permit a crematorium to give next of
kin the ashes of the deceased for
private burial or scattering.
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FDA Warns: Beware the False
Claims of Vitamin Pill Makers
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Promotional claims for vitamins and other
food supplements have been slapped
down by a federal court in an opinion
which Food and Drug Commissioner
George P. Larrick called a landmark
in the history'of efforts against nutritional misinformation.
US District Judge Arthur S. Lane
of Trenton, N. J., ruled as false the
claims made by the Vitasafe Corporation, Division of Consolidated Sun
Ray, Inc. at Middlesex, N. J. In
October, 1:960, the government seized
a quantity of products labeled in part
"Vitasafe Formula M," "Vitasafe
Formula W," "Vitasafe CF," and
"Vitasafe Queen Formula with Royal
Jelly Supplement for Women."
Judge Lane in his opinion recalled
testimony by Victor Daniel Herbert,
M.D., associate in medicine at the
Harvard Medical School, that "When
all the cases of vitamin deficiency reported in the United States in a
single year are added up, they do
not reach the figure of 20,000, and
therefore the clinically ascertainable
incidence, as manifested by published reports, is much less than one
per cent of the U.S. population;
20,000 projected into a figure of
180,000,000."
A CURE-ALL
The Court noted that labeling of
the seized products represented and
suggested that Vitasafe capsules are
adequate and effective for the treatment or prevention of some 38 conditions, among them: "Depression,
tension, weakness, nervous disorders,
lethargy, lack of energy, lassitude,
impotence, aches and pains, aging,
impaired digestion, loss of appetite,
lesions and scaliness, night blind'ness, photophobia, fatigue and headaches.
Judge Lane declared: "This repre3entation is false and misleading.
The evidence produced at trial conclusively proves that the above designated symptoms or conditions are
caused by and associated with a great
number of serious pathological diseases. Further, although some of
these symptoms may be associated
with vitamin and mineral deficien-

North-South
Drug Workers
Plan Strategy
LOS ANGELES — Stewards and
officers of ILWU Local 26 representing Thrifty Drug Company met in an
all-day conference with representatives of ILWU Local 0, from the San
Francisco area, to plan and discuss
a joint program of negotiations with
the company.
Attending the strategy meeting
were the stewards from the Thrifty
Drug in the San Leandro warehouse,
and Local 6. president Charles Duarte and business agent, Bill Burke.
Twelve stewards from the Los Angeles plant participated in the session, along with Hy Orkin, president
and Lou Sherman, secretary-treasurer.
A full discussion during the day
resulted in complete agreement on
steps to be taken to conduct negotiations with Thrifty Drug Company
through the coordinated efforts of
both local unions.
Thrifty workers are represented
by the ILWU in both the Northern
and Southern California plants.
In a statement issued prior to the
conference, all of the Thrifty stewards called upon the membership to
"close ranks and unite behind the
ILWU program that will continue to
.
improve our wages,
hours, and workthe years ahead as
ing conditions
it already has in the years past.Unity
in our ranks p essential for the success of negotiations."

cies, the likelihood of their being
caused by or associated with vitamin
or mineral deficiencies in the US today is very small.
"There is a danger involved in the
use of this type of labeling insofar as
a person having one or more of the
above-listed symptoms may resort to
a Vitasafe product as a cure. Such a
person may continue taking this
vitamin product for a long continued
period, as he is urged to do in the
labeling of this product, and thereby
fail to obtain competent medical
help to correct his physical illness."

Oregon's Need
For Medicare
Told by ILWU
PORTLAND — Three experts on
problems of the elderly, two of them
from ILWU, spoke up last week for
immediate enactment of a hospital
and nursing home plan financed
through the Social Security system.
The statements were touched off
by newspaper disclosures on the welfare-medical crisis in Oregon, and
on the proposals of a special Governor's committee for drastic slashes
in welfare-medical services.
The state proposals would curtail
doctors' visits to the aged, limit hospital stays to six days a year, and
authorize surgery only for saving
life, or for severe pain.
Dr. Morton Goodman, former medical director of the Oregon Public
Welfare Commission, told The Portland Reporter that passage of the
King-Anderson bill, with its hospital
and nursing home coverage, would
"relieve the major drain on welfare
funds. We could then afford to pay
for more adequate medical and preventive health care for our welfare
patients," the doctor said.
ARMS VS. HEALTH
Valerie Taylor, president of the
Federated Auxiliaries, said bluntly:
"Right now in our state people
may be dying because Congress pours
money into military aid instead of
into a national health plan for our
retired people—such as King-Anderson medicare."
Mike Sickinger, head of the Colmnbia River Pensioners' Memorial
Association, charged that "misery
and privation" are the lot of "countless thousands of retired persons
when they fall ill, whether they're
on welfare or not."
Fixed, retirement incomes can't
be stretched to cover skyrocketing
hospital, drug and nursing home
costs, Sickinger said.
He cited the case of the waterfront's oldtimers—better off than
most because they have continuing
hospital and medical coverage under
the union's welfare plan. But they,
too, need King-Anderson, which
would provide nursing home care.
The pensioners group protested
the proposed cut in Oregon welfaremedical services, and urged support
for Medicare.

New Area Director
For Southern Cal.
The Joint
SAN FRANCISCO
Trustees of the ILWU-PMA Benefit Funds have appointed Mr.
Harold Schenker to the position of
Area Director in Southern California.
"Mr. Schenker is well qualified
for this work. He has had both
training and considerable experience in social work and counseling, community services, and medical care programs. He has good
knowledge of community resources in the Los Angeles area
as he has worked there for five
years in this field," the Joint
Trustees stated. He will start work
around the middle of March.

BIG SHOTS

AND

LITTLE FISHES

',HIS is that time o' year when
ILWU members of Local 8 cast
an optimistic eye on the Willamette
river, a major tributary of the Columbia that runs plumb through the
heart of Portland, Oregon.
Currently the river is playing host
to the traditional, annual run of
Spring Chinook, regarded by many
angler as the top specimen of that
finny clan — game-wise and tablewise.
The run, which usually starts off
in low gear the second week of February, picks up momentum around
the middle of March; reaches a peak
soon thereafter and tapers off during
the early part of May.
Two avid fishing fans who ply the
angling lanes of the Willamette this
time of year are Walt Larsen and
Ed Lyons, both retired members of
Local 8. Here's a pie of that "piscatoHal pair" each with a limit of
springers taken on April 28, last
year. They will be trying to duplicate
the feat this year.

Skipper of the outfit is Walt Hansen who moors his boat at Red's
Moorage in the Multnomah channel,
a slough of the Willamette river off
Sauvies Island.
Walt and Ed knocked off a trio
of summer steelhead last season,
fishing the Columbia, down river
from Vancouver, Washington, a lucrative summer-fishing spot called
"Frenchman Flats."
A quartette of Local 8 anglers,
also angling for an advance-guard
member of that Spring Chinook run,
is Jim Foster, Don Ronnie, Blackie
Smith and Joe Simmons.
Last time out, late-February, they
failed to get a Chinook but Jim managed to nail a 81/
4 pound steelhead
in the "flume area" below the deadline at the Oregon City Falls.
Vicky Thomson, Jim's friend and
favorite fishing partner, also failed
to hit. They all fished with herring.

Chinook, taken by any method, is a
126% pounder, this lunker taken via
the commercial method off St. Petersburg, Alaska.
Probably the most wide ranging
of the Pacific salmon group, the
Chinook is found from central California to Alaska and across the Bering sea to Japan.
Maturity is attained in the fourth
or fifth year at sea but some mature
as early as the second year and as
late as their eighth year. Second and
third year fish are usually all males
and are called "jack salmon" when
they enter the streams on their
spawning runs. Many of the young
go to sea during the first spring or
summer but some may remain in the
streams at least a year.
John A. Gustafson, San Mateo,
California and his dad, Ralph S. are
also avid salmon fans. Like most
Californians, they calls 'em "kings,"
and finny kings they are.
Here's a letter from John who
lives at 418 Rogell Court.
"Dear Fred:
"Here in California we have an
organization known as the Schenley's Sportmen Club which gives a
sport fishing award for the angler
who catches a 35 pound King, or
better.
"My dad and I were out after
the 'beeg one' off Rocky Point in
Mann county. There were ten fishermen on the charter boat, the 'Sea
Sport,' skippered by Barney Holder
who was working real hard to locate
the school.
"Total catch of the day was three
King, and as luck would have it we
caught them, a 37, 26 and 14
pounder."
"Here's a photo I snapped of dad
with the two largest ones; his is on
the right, mine on the left. The other
fellows on the boat drew straws for
the 14 pounder."

ETTING back to the biggest
member of the salmon clan,
G
here's an illustration of same by our

Israel D. and R. L. Piper, both
good friend Harold Kramer Smith.
of Local 6, rate the area
members
Chinook
the
are
Other names for
Beacon
Island as good catfishing
off
King (California), tyce (British Cofish thereabouts, about
waters.
Both
"quinname
Indian
lumbia) and the
west
of Tracy, California,
miles
30
nat."
when they are off on weekends.
2
Israel says the cats range from 1/
to 1% pounds.
ILWU members, in good standing,
can earn a full coil of the illustrated
SCOTCH fishing line. All that's necessary is a clear snapshot of a fishing or hunting scene and a few
words as to what the snapshot is all
about.
Fred Goetz
Dept. TDKW
Box 6684
Portland
Oregon 97266

The most consistent weights appearing in the sport catch are from
10 to 45 pounds. The world's record
is held by a British Columbia lad,
Members of the family and, of
Hans Weichmann. He took a 92
pounder, from the Skeena river in course, retired members are also
1958—on a spinning outfit. Largest eligible.
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Union Leadership Must Never Lose Sight of Origins
OR some 20 years I have been
and this
F
writing this column
one turns out to be the most difficult

than 60
.
Presentation More
pensioners
from Local 502, ILWU, New Westminster, B. C., and their wives attended a social and party February
22, where clocks were presented to
six retiring members, at the gathering sponsored by Ladies Auxiliary 26.
Leo Labinsky, Canadian Area ILWU
president, congratulated members on
the achievements of the ILWU."We
have won a measure of protection for
our membership. ... We must extend a helping hand to other unions
and to all working people to win at
least the same protection." Pictured
above, left to right, are Labinsky, A.
Ivens, retiring member, and R. R.
Cope, secretary treasurer of the local.

SF Oldfiniers
Ask Hike to
$150 Pension
SAN FRANCISCO—The Bay Area
Pensioners, holding one of the
largest meetings in their history,
voted unanimously this week to request a pension increase to "not less
than $150."
The more than 250 pensioners
present urged immediate consideration of the request by the longshore,
caucus scheduled to meet in Wilmington on March 30. Though while
the ILWU-PMA pension agreement
Is not due for review until 1966, the
oldtimers noted that the dollar has
decreased 17 cents in purchasing
power since 1961, while in every industry, including longshore, there
have been wage increases.
"Only the pensioners, particularly
the oldest members, have received
one monthly increase of $15 since
1952, while higher cost of living
hurts them the most," they stated.
Bay Pensioner officers are Herman
Stuyvelaar, president, and George
Pickering, secretary.
Portland, Seattle are Ports 10 & 11
PORTLAND — Recently released
satistical analysis compiled by the
Maritime Association of the Port of
New York places Portland in tenth
position among the nation's ports, in
arrivals and departures during 1963.
Seattle was listed next, with 4,287
movements to Portland's 4,307.

I have ever been involved in. I have
been brought up sharp and short by
some local union officers and members — and it has set me to taking
a long look-see at myself, and at the
situation national union officers
sometimes find themselves in, and
should examine occasionally.
What happened is this: I was
pounded pretty hard last week by
some rank and file members and
officers of the local of which I am
charter member. I was told in many
ways—some brutal, and some harsh
but fatherly—that even though we
talk a lot about not seeing the forest
for the trees—there are time we had
better take a look at the trees as
well. In other words, don't forget
where you came from, don't overlook
the down-to-earth immediate problems of your neighbors. Don't always
say you want to keep looking at the
"larger picture."
And it occurred to me then, and
I've been giving it lots of 'thought
since, that any officer who forgets
his origin — where he started, the
early struggles, the close companions, the great dreams — is taking
the first step to his own disintegration and ever toward the destruction of the union he loves.
When you grow up in a union,
especially one like the ILWU, you
discover after a while that the rank
and file never wants you to forget
that you are still a dues-paying member of the local you came from.
Oh, it is true, the members might
show you some special courtesy, because you represent the entire organization — nationally and internationally — but in their own minds
the older members, particularly,
still remember you as a fellow with
whom they worked and walked picket lines.
I

I have

feel
ND that is why
A
been very thoroughly "straightened out" by some rank and filers
and a few officers. And even though
it hurt, I must admit I appreciate it
because it planted my feet firmly
on the ground and is giving me a
chance to take another long look at
a situation that can infect any union
and any official — the problem of
bureaucracy; the problem of forgetting the ranks below.
It is the problem—so often talked
about and so often forgotten among
labor leaders—of remembering that
communication is a two-way street.
That when you talk you ha,d better
remember to listen.
It gets so easy after a while, to

start handing out the old b.s. about
being so occupied with the "long
range picture" that you can't keep
in touch with the rank and file, that
you can't jump in and get your feet
wet on a local struggle or problem.
This can be a fatal mistake that I
have seen happen in other parts of
the labor movement. I don't intend
to let it happen here.
This does not mean that a national
officer can attend all local meetings.
But he can attend as many as possible. It also does not mean that a
national officer should try to dominate local meetings. That too can be
a fatal mistake. He must continuously know what is going on, and
identify with the membership — to
keep abreast of how the rank and
file actually feels. At the same time
he must avoid throwing his weight
around.
The only way to achieve an honest
sense of communication with the
ranks is to listen — and learn.
This was brought to my attention,
as I mentioned earlier, sharply and
to the point by some members of the
local I belong to. And if I can see
this problem more clearly as a result
of this hard-rock communication I
should imagine other officers in
other unions can also see the problem. We all discuss it often enough,
and we all seem to understand the
basic problem of two-direction communication, but when "push comes
to shove" it gets so easy to overlook it, and find some reason to ignore the clear facts of life.
searching

is

OME real soul
S
needed, and the result of such
soul searching, I discovered, is to

Father Brown
Sets Awards
In Sugar Beef
HONOLULU — A final award by
Father Leo F. Brown, arbitrator of
disputed items remaining from 1963
sugar contract negotiations, improved the medical plan, increased
minimum pension benefits 20 percent and raised pay rates in five labor grades.
The award, at the end of January,
was based on Honolulu arbitration
hearings last August and subsequent
briefs by both union and sugar employers.
The arbitrator denied a union demand for industry-wide pension
credits which would have enabled
many workers who have spent their
lives in the industry, although working for different companies, to qualify for full pensions on retirement.
Parts of the award require that industry and union negotiators agree
to change language in present agree-

learn how far removed an official
can become from the ranks.
Leadership can become so set in
their ways that they can get left
behind, can forget that times are
changing. It gets so easy, especially
when you just hang around with
your own generation, and the people
that talk your own kind of language,
to forget that times are changing,
that a new kind of union member,
with a different background, and a
different age-group, and different
point of view is now paying dues and
paying your salary as a leader.
A great many leaders in labor simply don't have a "feel" for today's
members. By the same token, many ments.
of today's members simply have no
understanding of the militant past
that created the union, without
which there would be no union, and
without which there may not be one

ELECTION NOTICE

Unfair Firing Wins
$31.000 Cock Pay

LOS ANGELES—The National Labor Relations Board sustained ILWU
Local 26 charges of unfair labor
practices and discrimination against
16 workers dismissed by Liberty and
Flight Electronics Corporation. Warehouse union officials revealed the
story in the last local bulletin:
Two years ago they joined Local
26 and set up picket lines seeking
union recognition. They were dismissed and the employer sold his
plant with newly-hired workers to
Wyle Laboratories.
The Labor Board ruled that the
new company is a successor employer and, therefore, is liable for the
pending unfair labor charges. A settlement of $31,000 in back pay was
agreed upon between the ILWU, the
NLRB, and the new company.
Local 11,ILWU,dried fruit workers at packAll workers who signed Local 26
ing houses in Santa Clara and San Benito cards were expected to get their
counties, pledged all-out support for an organizing drive at the Valley View checks this month.
and Mariani plants. All other Northern California ILWU locals have voiced
endorsement of the organizational drive and have joined with the Central Wheatley Is New CRDC Delegate
Labor Council (AFL-CIO) to place these non-union products on the do-notLONGVIEW, Wash. — A ar on
buy list. Local 11 urged all unionists and friends not to buy these products
is the new CRDC delegate
Wheatley
brand
The
names
shelves.
their
from
them
and encourage grocers to remove
from Local 43 (ply panel workers).
are: "Mariani" and "Canny Scott" and "Hillsdale" and "Valley Gold."

Dried Fruit Drive •

in the future. It is clear to me that
every bona fide union was born
fighting. And the muscle came from
the ranks.
So, to put it bluntly, no one should
become too busy to keep close to the
rank and file who created the trade
union movement. No leader is too
busy to keep close to those who put
him into leadership. The problem of
an individual on the job in the union
can never be permited to be obscured by the so-called larger picture. Leadership can never afford
to stop learning — and there is no
tougher teacher than a knock-down,
drag-out, fact-to-face contact with the
ranks. And never forget that home
base is still the job, and the man on
the job.
Communication is indeed a twoway street. Leadership can never afford to get too far ahead of the
members or it might find itself falling behind because the ranks are
moving in other directions. Leadership must listen and learn in order
to lead. It's a hard lesson—but I find
it worth going to "school" as often
as possible.

Local 13, Wilmington

Local 13, ILWU, Wilmington, California, will hold its primary election
March 10, March 11, and 12, 1964,
and final election March 23, 24 and.
25, 1964, to fill the offices of presiddnt, vice president, and 26 members of the executive board, as well
as other standing boards and committees Polling will be between the
hours of 6 a.m. and 7 p.m. at 231 W.
"C" St., Wilmington, California.
Local 29, San Diego
Local 29, ILWU, San Diego, Calif.,
will hold its election following closing of nominations sometime after
April 13, date to be announced, to
fill the offices of president, vice
president, secretary-treasurer, dispatcher, two sergeants-at-arms, three
labor relations committeemen and 7
members of the executive board.
Nominations will be opened March
9 and close April 13. Polling will be
at 980 Gull Street, San Diego, Californiq.

Answer to Who Said It
United States Senator Ernest
Gruening, Democrat, of Alaska,
in the Senate, February 5, 1964.

